
Oceans
Mediterranean Sea
Atlantic Ocean
Indian Ocean
Pacific Ocean
Southern Ocean
Arctic Ocean

            Host Cities & Countries

Alicante

Cape Town

Newport

Gothenburg

Lisbon

Melbourne

Cardiff

Auckland

Itajaí

Hong Kong

The Hague

Guangzhou

VOLVO OCEAN RACE  - The RouteHi! It’s a race 
around the world! 
Can you label cities 
(in dotted boxes), 
countries and 
oceans in the map?
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Countries to choose from: 

Netherlands
China
Sweden
UK
Brazil
USA

New Zealand 
South Africa 
Australia
Spain
Portugal
Hong Kong



Who is your favourite team?

Check out
www.volvooceanrace.com/teams  
to know more about the team colours and flags

Donfeng Race Team

USA HONG KONG NETHERLANDS UN SPAINPORTUGAL CHINA DENMARK

Vestas 11th Hour Sun Hung Kai /
 Scallywag

MAPFRE Team Brunel Akzonobel Turn The Tide 
on Plastic

The Route Champion challenge.
 Follow your favourite team on the online tracker 

http://tracker.volvooceanrace.com

The boats are about to set 
sail! They need to put their 
flags up! 
Colour in their flags and 
draw a line to their boat!
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VOLVO OCEAN RACE  - The Route



Did you 
know?

Another name for the 
ships wheel is a ‘helm’.

V____ O____ 65

The name of the one design boat is a 

These are a few of the words the 
crew use on the boat! See if they 
are the right words to label the 
boat, write the name next to the 
part of the boat:

1.  HELM
2. RUDDER
3. KEEL
4. HULL

5. BOWSPRIT
6. BOOM
7. MAINSAIL
8. MAST

Pick the right word or number to finish the 
sentences below correctly, choose from:

01. The mast is as high as         double decker buses

02. The length of the boat is the same as            cars

03. The largest sail is nearly as big as a

04. The boat can go as fast as a

05. Moving the sails and equipment around the boat 
can weigh as much as an 

Elephant      7     Greyhound      5     Basketball court

VOLVO OCEAN RACE  - Boat & Teams
Yipeee!! I’ve got my own boat 
and I’m joining the race! Can 
you label the di�erent parts 
of my  boat for me?
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Co-operation means working 
together with others

Did you know?
Teamwork is all about the 3 C’s
• Communication
• Co-operation
• Courage

To be part of my team 
we need to 
communicate, 

cooperate and have courage!

Can you figure out who these team members are?
Choose from Onboard reporter, Helmsman, Navigator, Bowman, Skipper, Grinder

Make your own boat from old items like 
plastic bottles! See if it will float! Join the 

plastic bottle boat challenge and see if you 
and your friends can be a part of the 

Guinness World Record see 

http://www.queenmary.org.uk/plastic-education.aspx 

      

Champions Challenge

Who would you like to be on the team? 

Why would you like to be that? 

VOLVO OCEAN RACE  - Boat & Teams
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VOLVO OCEAN RACE  • Technology & Communications
When sailors first started this race, they used the stars, planets 
and position of the sun to know where  they were on the sea! 
They also had very little contact with people at home on land! 

Can you label the white boxes in the
illustration using the following 
words?
Race Headquarters
Satellite
Volvo Ocean 65

Sailors can now use satellites to send voice, 
text and even video images all the way 
around the world. Satellites also allow us to 
navigate by giving our exact position and 
the position of the other boats.

This  is the 
Volvo Ocean 65 WISDOM 
WANDERER. How will  I 
communicate as I race 
around the World?

Colour in the icons and write what 
they mean on the line.
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Can you remember in what ocean 
Point Nemo is located?

A. Atlantic 
B. Pacific 
C. Arctic 
D. Indian 
E. Mediterranean

Who are the closest people to the 
sailors when they are at Point Nemo?

A. Astronauts in space satellite 
B. Scientists in Antarctica 
C. People living in South America 
D. Aliens

CHALLENGE
1. Pretend you are an onboard reporter with your favourite team. 

2. You must send news back to the race headquarters from the boat. 

3. Make notes here and create a paragraph (15 lines) with your full report.

Send details on the following information:

Name of team:

Number of crew onboard:

Location:

Weather:

Sleep:

Food:

Animals seen:

Describe or draw an image of a photo you are going to send from the boat:
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VOLVO OCEAN RACE  - Technology & Communications
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